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1. Background
Koalect SA is a Belgian start-up that has developed, since October 2014, the largest
donation and reward-based crowdfunding software tool in Belgium with over €1,700,000
collected for over 30 social-profit campaigns and organisations. Koalect’s activity consists
of building online fundraising platforms tailored to the needs and strategies of social-profit
organisations, allowing communities and volunteers to collect money in an easy and
modern way.
Initially, Koalect SA launched its business project under a different name, “Elefund”, with
an elephant logo. The company intended to register the brand but, in the meantime, it
started to operate under the name “Elefund”, launching its website, Facebook page and
communicating all materials to third parties under that name. The company started to use
this brand to identify itself in the market without previously carrying out a trade mark
search in order to ascertain whether a similar or identical trade mark for similar or identical
goods and services was registered by a third party. This was certainly an oversight that
caused the company a conflict with another company. We explain everything below.

2. The problem faced
Once the company started to operate under the name “Elefund” in the area of fundraising

activities, it was soon contacted by the German company Elefunds GmbH, who had two
earlier registered EU and German trade marks for “Elefunds”, with an elephant logo and in
the class corresponding to its activities (class 36, covering fundraising activities). The
German company approached the Belgian company and informed it about the conflict
between the two trade marks.
At this point, the Belgian Company realised that there were only two possible solutions to
this issue: either face court action against Elefunds GmbH, or stop using the name
“Elefund” and find a completely new brand, meaning a re-invention from scratch of their
corporate identity.

3. Possible actions to be undertaken in this situation
First of all, the Belgium company sought help from their advisory board, which gave a first
“strategic” opinion on the matter. The advisory board explained that to stop using “Elefund”
and to eventually find a different name would not be a big issue considering, in particular,
that the company was very young.
Second of all, they consulted two lawyers specialised in trade mark law. Both lawyers
advised that it would be difficult to fight the case and win, but that it would still be worth
trying to find an amicable agreement.
Thirdly, the company reached out to Elefunds GmbH in an attempt to negotiate that they
could keep their brand “Elefund” and that they would not compete with Elefunds GmbH
even if they operated in the same geographic markets. The negotiation was fruitless with
Elefunds GmbH giving the now Koalect multiple ultimatums to change its brand name and
to close down all its social media communications and e-mail addresses.
At this point, the company understood that, as a young start-up, it could not afford
litigation due to its monetary and time costs. As a result, it was decided to change their
company name and register a new trade mark.

4. Outcome
The company has changed its name to “Koalect SA” and registered its trade mark,
“Koalect”, with a koala logo, as a EU trade mark with a completely new brand identity. This
new branding keeps the essential feature of their former trade mark: a word game between
an animal name and a word making reference to their activity, fundraising, which
essentially consists on facilitating “koalecting” money.

5. Lessons learned and suggestions
Maxime Bouckaert, co-founder of Koalect SA, explains that when facing this type of issue
he would advise to look at it from different angles (strategic, marketing value, legal,
financial, practical options…) and to be as objective as possible about the matter without
becoming emotional.
He also considers that in certain circumstances, it is preferable to avoid litigation and,
therefore, either adopt a strategy of finding an amicable settlement with the counterparty

or an aggressive strategy to scare the potential litigation procedure away (depending on
the position of power that one has in the conflict).
Finally, he emphasises that he would advise start-ups to get some insurance that would
cover some legal costs just in case there is an actual process as, otherwise, a start-up may
be in its right but not have the time or money to fight for its rights. Furthermore, it is
essential to always perform a trade mark search before using or applying for registration
of a trade mark. This search allows you to determine whether the trade mark whose
registration is intended is available in connection to the goods and/or services whose
commercialisation under the trade mark is sought1.
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You will find useful information in our fact sheet on “How to search for trade marks” available in our Library.
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